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Fig.3 shows a projection of the structure of DCT 
along [010]. Within an upper limit of 4 A the reference 
molecule I at x ,y , z  is surrounded by 12 neighbours at" 

x, + 1 + y , z  (not shown in Fig.3); 
- x ,  + ½ + y , - z  (II); 
+ 1 + x , y , z  (III); 
- l - x ,  + ½ + y , - z ;  
- x ,  + ½ + y , l - z ;  
- 1 - x ,  + _ ½ + y , l - z .  

The shortest intermolecular distances (3.19A) are 
found between 0(3) at x, y , z  and S(4) at - x , ½ + y , - z .  
All other intermolecular contacts are larger than 3.4 A. 

We wish to express our thanks to Dr H. F. van Woer- 
den for providing the crystals of DCT and to Mr 
R.A.G.  de Graaff for his assistance with the calcula- 
tions. 
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Possible Close-Packed Ordered Structures Related to MoNi4 
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The geometric conditions of periodic stacking of ordered close-packed layers of the type occurring in 
MoNi4 are investigated, and a method is described for the systematic generation of such layer structures 
with a given number of layers in the primitive unit cell. 

Several ordered close-packed structures of the AB3 
composition are known to be related to the AuCu3 
structure in the sense that they consist of ordered layers 
identical with those in AuCu3, but stacked in a dif- 
ferent way. The best known among these AB3 struc- 
ture types are the following: MgCd3 (h.c.p. stacking, 
db, of ordered layers; Dwight & Beck, 1959), TiNi3 
(La-stacking, dbcb, of ordered layers; Laves & Wall- 
baum, 1939), VCo3 (stacking of ordered layers, dbcacb; 
Saito, 1959) and Ta(Pd, Rh)3 (Sm-stacking, dbcbcacab, 
of ordered layers; Giessen & Grant, 1959).* General 
procedures, which may be used to derive all geometri- 
cally possible stacking variants based on a given num- 

* Some of the structures mentioned actually are slightly 
distorted. For the purposes of the present paper this may be 
disregarded. 

ber of stackings of a certain layer in systems with a 
connectivity of two or four, were described recently 
(Beck, 1967). The ordered close-packed layer of com- 
position AB4, of which the MoNi4 structure (Harker, 
1944) may be built, was described by Beattie (1967) 
and it is shown in Fig. 1. Stacking variants based on 
this layer, and having up to seven-layers, are system- 
atically derived in the following by adapting to this 
more complicated system the method previously out- 
lined (Beck, 1967). 

In Fig. 1 the two-dimensional primitive unit mesh of 
the close-packed ordered layer is outlined. In the 
MoNi4 structure both layers adjacent to the one shown 
in the Figure (the latter is characterized by Mo atoms 
on sites a, i.e. by 'stacking position a') have Mo atoms 
placed over (or under) one of the four interstitial sites 
designated 0, 9, 7 and 2 in Fig. 1. Thus, the nearest 
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neighbors to a Mo atom are Ni atoms in the adjacent 
layers, as well as in its own layer. Of the four stacking 
operators corresponding to the stacking positions men- 
tioned, the one producing the stacking displacement 
from a to 0 (indicated by arrow in Fig. 1) is designated 
p. The inverse operator p-1 produces a displacement 
from a to 9, operator q gives a lateral displacement 
from a to 7 and its inverse q-1 from a to 2, all of them 
shown by arrows in Fig. 1. In the MoNi4 structure only 
one of these stacking operations is utilized, and it is 
repeated from each layer to the next. Repeated action 
of operatorp results in the following stacking positions 
for successive layers: d 0 1 b 2 3 c 4 5 d 6 7 e 8 ~) (as 
one can readily see in Fig. 1). The stacking position 
following 9 is a and a new cycle of stacking positions 
starts. Thus, viewing the three-dimensional ordered 
close-packed structure of MoNi4 in the direction normal 
to the close-packed layer, the stacking cycle consists 
of fifteen layers. In a unit cell based on the dose- 
packed layer, and on the direction normal to it, fifteen 
layers would have to be represented. However, since 
all the stacking displacements from layer to layer are 
identical, it is clear that, by using the Line connecting 
the center of the Mo atom in position a with that in 
the next layer located above, position 0, a very much 
smaller primitive unit cell, containing only one Mo and 
four Ni atoms, can be constructed. Because of its small 
size, in this paper the primitive unit cell will be used, even 
though its symmetry is only triclinic.* 

Since the four operators are crystallographicaUy 
equivalent, using p-l ,  q or q-~ instead of p in setting 
up a one-layer primitive unit cell leads to the same 
result. Referring to Fig. l, the successive stacking 
positions generated by operator q are the following: 
d 7 4 b 9  6 c 1 8 d 3 0 e 5 2. When viewed in the direc- 
tion normal to the layer, this stacking cycle, as well 
as the corresponding ones generated by operators p-~ 
and q-~, again consists of fifteen layers. By making 
use of two or more of the operators p ,  p -1 ,  q and q-l, 
it is possible for a given number of layers in the prim- 
itive cell to identify and to derive systematically all 
possible layer structures of the type considered. As in 
the case of MoNi4, the primitive cells for many of 
these structures (but by no means for all) are then 
found to be nonorthogonal . t  In the following, the 
structures with orthogonal primitive cells will be dis- 
cussed first; this will be followed by a discussion of 
the structures with nonorthogonal primitive cells. 

Considerations relating to orthogonal primitive cells 

In view of the closing of the stacking cycle in the direc- 
tion normal to the layer after fifteen consecutive appli- 
cations of either one of the four operators, one may 
write 

p l S = l , p - 1 5 = l ,  q15=1 and q -15=1 .  (1) 

As may be seen by examining the stacking sequences 
given above for the p and q operators, a closed stack- 
ing cycle also results from the four times repeated 
operation of p combined with a single operation of q: 

p4. q =  1, and by analogy p-4 .  q - l =  1, 

p .  q4= 1 and p-1 . q -4=  1 . (2) 

Equations (1) and (2) represent algebraic rules imposed 
on the stacking operators by the structure of the AB4 
layer considered (Fig. 1), by t h e  requirement of close 
packing between layers and by the stipulation of an 

3 5 

3 q 

) 

Fig. 1. Close-packed ordered layer of composition AB4. A 
atoms (at sites a) have only B nearest neighbors. Stacking 
positions of A atoms in parallel layers are located over num- 
bered sites (which are 'interstitial' in layer a) and over 
lettered sites (occupied in layer a). If ordering is disregarded, 
the lettered, the even-numbered and the odd-numbered sites 
correspond to sites a, b and c, respectively, in the 'basic 
structure'. A atoms in an adjacent layer (in an ordered struc- 
ture), placed over sites 0, 7, 2 and 9, have only B atom neigh- 
bors in layer a. Vectors a0, aT, a2 and a9 represent possible 
stacking displacements between adjacent layers, compatible 
with the requirement of all-B coordination for A atoms. 

* The unit cell most commonly used in describing the 
MoNi4 structure is not the primitive one, but the tetragonal 
unit cell shown in Fig. 2, containing ten atoms. A set of the 
close-packed ordered layers is outlined in the Figure. For the 
purposes of crystal analysis by diffraction the larger size of this 
unit cell is outweighed by its higher symmetry. 

t The terms orthogonal structure and nonorthogonal struc- 
ture are used in this paper to designate layer structures for 
which the primitive unit cell may be based on the two-dimen- 
sional unit mesh in the close packed ordered layer, shown in 
Fig. 1, combined with the direction normal to the layer, or 
with a direction inclined to the layer, respectively. 

Fig.2. Tetragonal unit cell of MoNi4. Inclined dose-packed 
ordered layers (as shown in Fig. 1) are indicated by dashed, 
dotted and dash-clot lines. 
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all-B coordination polyhedron around each A atom. 
From these rules the condition of closure of the stack- 
ing cycle and, thus, the geometrically possible struc- 
ture-types related to MoNi4 can be deduced for the 
general case of combinations of two or more of the 
four stacking operators. 

With the layer and the stacking operators under con- 
sideration, the general condition of closure of a stack- 
ing cycle in N layers, when viewed in the normal direc- 
tion, is: 

pZ,. p-X,,, q u ' .  q-U"= 1 or pZ,-z,,, q u'-u"= 1 , (3) 

where 
x ' + x " + y ' + y " = N .  (4) 

The non-negative integers x', x",  y '  and y"  give the 
number of operations of each of the four stacking 
operators p, p-Z, q and q-l ,  respectively, within a single 
stacking cycle. If x ' - x "  = x  and y ' - y "  =y ,  then equa- 
tion (3) may be written as: 

p z . q u = l  , 

and from equation (2) 
q=p-4 , 

so that one may write: 

pZ-4U_= 1 . (5) 

According to equations (1) equation (5) is satisfied if, 
and only if, 

x -  4y -- 15k or y - 4x = 15m, (6) 

where k and m are integers. Thus, (6) represents the 
general condition of  closure for orthogonal structures. 

The algebraic rules expressed in equations (1) and 
(2) are invariant with respect to the following trans- 
formations: 

A. p --+ q, q --~ p, p-1 ~ q -~ and q -1 ._.+ p-~ or 
B. p --+ q-I, q-1 ~ p, p-1 __+ q and q ~ p-1 or (7) 
C. p __+ p-l ,  p-1 ___~ p, q __+ q-1 and q-1 ~ q .  

i I , i ' i , 
i i i 

l I l I l I l 

J i i i ~ , i '; 
, i , i i , ~ .... , 

i i , 

Fig.3. Layer connection diagram, with layers designated by 
numbered and lettered stacking positions, as in Fig. 1. 
Those stacking positions that may be occupied by adjacent 
layers are directly connected by (continuous or dotted) lines. 
A closed stacking cycle, viewed in the direction normal to the 
layer, corresponds to a closed line in the graph. 

If the operators describing a particular set of stacking 
sequences are subjected to any of the above trans- 
formations, the new set of stacking sequences and the 
structure defined by the transformed operators are erys- 
tallographically equivalent to the original ones. The 
transformations A, B and C represent the formation of 
mirror images or a 180 ° rotation of the stacking vec- 
tors with respect to the layer (Fig. 1). When deriving 
the different possible structures related to MoNi4 by 
interleaving and permutating the operators (Beck, 
1967), these criteria must be used, along with those 
given previously (Beck, 1967), in eliminating duplica- 
tion. 

The conditions prevailing in the system under con- 
sideration can be readily visualized with the help of 
the layer connection diagram given in Fig.3. Each 
stacking position is designated by a letter or number, 
as in Fig. 1, and those which may be adjacent to one 
another are directly connected by a line. The continu- 
ous line (horizontal) corresponds to stacking operator 
p (when the line is followed from left to right) and 
to p-~ (when followed from right to left). The dotted 
line (vertical) corresponds to stacking operator q (going 
upward) and to q-1 (going downward). A closed stack- 
ing cycle is represented in the diagram by a closed line 
('stacking graph') composed, in general, of portions of 
both the continuous and dotted lines. The stacking 
graph may be self intersecting and it may have sections 
superimposed on one another. The greater complexity 
of the system investigated, as compared with those 
previously studied (Beck, 1967), is shown by the large 
(topological) connectivity number of 17, appropriate 
to the graph (layer connection diagram) in Fig.3. 
Transformations A, B and C, discussed above, corre- 
spond to reflection in diagonal mirrors, or to inversion 
of the stacking graph with respect to the layer con- 
nection diagram (Fig. 3). 

Derivation of orthogonal primitive cells 

In the following, each orthogonal primitive unit cell 
is described by giving the sequence of operators in the 
shortest cycle generating the structure. 

N--1.  There is no orthogonal one-layer structure, 
since all four operators, when applied singly, result in 
lateral displacement. 

N =  2. It is clear that the only two-layer structure 
that satisfies the condition of closure, equation (6), is 
one for which x = 0 and y = 0 (with k = m = 0). Here a 
stacking displacement according to either p or q is fol- 
lowed by the inverse stacking displacement. The struc- 
ture can be described in terms of a primitive mono- 
clinic unit cell with 10 atoms in the two layers. The 
corresponding 'basic structure' ( 'Unterstruktur ' ,  order- 
ing disregarded; see Schubert, 1964) is hexagonal close 
packed: db. 

N =  3. Equations (1) and (2) show that the smallest 
odd number of layers giving a complete stacking cycle 
is N--5.  The stacking cycle can not be closed in three 

A C 2 4 B  - 6 
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layers and, therefore, a three-layer orthogonal unit cell 
is geometrically not possible. 

N =  4. The condition of closure allows the following 
four different stacking variants: 

Stacking Basic 
Operators positions structure 
ppp-lp-1 d010 dbcb 
pqp-lq-1 dOe7 dbad 
pp-lqq-1 dOa7 dbad 
pqq-lp-1 dOeO db 

N--5. The only possible structure of this type cor- 
responds to p4. q_-1, equation (2). The stacking posi- 
tions are dOlb~2. The corresponding basic structure is 
dbcab. 

N =  6. The condition of closure permits the follow- 
ing stacking variants: 

Operators 
p3p-3 
p3q-3 
p2p-2pp-1 
p2q-2pq-1 
p2p-2qq-1 
p2qp-2q-1 
p2p-2q-lq 
pp-2pqq-1 
pp-2pq-lq 
pp-2qpq-1 
pp-2q-lpq 
pp-lpp-lqq-1 
pp-lpp-lq-lq 
pp-lpqp-lq-1 
pp-lqpp-lq-1 
pp-lqpq-lp-1 
pp-lqp-lpq-1 
pq-lpq-lpq-1 
pp-lq-lp-lpq 

Stacking 
positions 
d01bl0 
d01b47 
d010a0 
d01c67 
d010a7 
d018e7 
d010a2 
dOaga7 
dOa9a2 
d0a967 
dOa9b2 
d0a0a7 
dOaOa2 
dOaOe7 
d0a7e7 
dOa7eO 
d0a767 
d03c67 
dOa2b2 

N ~  
ible with the condition of closure: 

Basic 
structure 
dbcacb 
dbd 
abcbab 
dbd 
dbcbad 
dbcbad 
dbcbab 
dbacad 
dbacab 
dbacbd 
dbacab 
dbabad 
ab 
dbabad 
dbacad 
dbacab 
dbacbd 
dbd 
ab 

7. The following stacking variants are compat- 

Operators 
pSqp-1 
p4qpp-1 
p3qp2p-1 
paq2q-1 
p4qq-lq 
p3qpqq-1 
p3qpq-lq 
p3q2pq-1 
p3qq -lpq 
p2qp2qq-1 
p2qpEq-lq 
p2q2p2q-1 
p2qpqpq-1 
p2qpq-lpq 

Stacking 
positions 
d01b230 
dOlb2aO 
dOlb9aO 
dOlb2a7 
dOlb2a2 
dOlb9a7 
dOlb9a2 
d01b967 
dOlb9b2 
d0189a7 
d0189a2 
d018d67 
d018967 
d0189b2 

Basic 
structure 
dbcabcb 
dbcabab 
dbcacab 
dbcabad 
dbcabab 
dbcacaO 
dbcacab 
dbcacbd 
dbcacab 
dbcbcad 
dbcbcab 
dbcbabd 
dbcbcbd 
dbcbcab 

It is interesting to note that, in spite of the complexity 
of the system, the number of stacking variants for two 
to five layers is relatively low (a total of 6, as compared 
with the two- to five-layer total of 4 for the much 
simpler AB3 system in Appendix I of the previous paper 
(Beck, 1967). However, the large number of six- and 
seven-layer stacking variants (33 as compared with 6 
in the AB3 system, suggests that at larger layer num- 
bers the greater complexity makes itself felt much more 
fully. 

Considerations relating to structures 
with non-orthogonal cells 

In analogy to the primitive cell for MoNi4, discussed 
above, many other stacking variants with non-orthog- 
onal primitive cells may be constructed. The primitive 
cell is uniquely described by the set of stacking opera- 
tors forming the shortest repeat cycle in the sequence 
of operators appropriate to the structure. All struc- 
tures for which this set does not satisfy the condition 
of closure for orthogonal cells, equation (6), are non- 
orthogonal. For instance, for MoNi4 the 'stacking 
cycle' consists of a single operator: p as discussed 
above. For any other non-orthogonal structure, as well 
as for MoNi4, it is possible to construct a larger orthog- 
onal cell. But for the purposes of the present study 
it is more convenient to use the smaller non-orthogonal 
primitive unit cell. 

In deriving systematically the various possible stack- 
ing sequences for non-orthogonal structures by per- 
mutation and interleaving (Beck, 1967), the same 
criteria may be used for eliminating duplication as 
those discussed above in connection with the ortho- 
gonal structures. 

Derivation of non-orthogonal primitive cells 

N = I .  Operator: 
p The other three operators yield crystallo- 

graphically equivalent results. This is the 
MoNi4-type structure. The basic structure 
is: dbd . 

N =  2. Operators: 
pq Equivalent to orthogonal structure with 

N =  10, resulting from a sequence of five 
repetitions of the pair of operators 
as seen in this stacking sequence: 
d 0 e 8 d 6 c 4 b 2. Basic structure: db. 

pq-1 Equivalent to orthogonal structure with 
N--6, which is obtained by three times 
repeated action of the pair of operators, 
as shown in the stacking sequence: 
d 0 3 c 6 "). Basic structure: dbd. 

For the same number of layers the number of non-' 
orthogonal stacking variants is much larger than the 
number of orthogonal ones. For the sake of brevity, 
in the rest of this tabulation only the sequence of 
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operators is given for each primitive unit  cell up to 
N = 5 .  

N ~ - ~ 3 .  

N = 4 .  

N = 5 .  

pEp-l, pZq, p2q-1; pp-:q. 
pap-:, paq, p3q-1; p2q2, p2q-2 ; 
pEp-lq, p2p-lq-:, pZqq-: ; 
pp-lpq, pp-lpq-1, pqpq-:, pqp-lq, pq-Xp-lq-1, 
pp-lqp-a, pq-lqq-1, pp-lq-lp-: pqq-lq. 
p4p-:, p4q-X ; p3p-2, paq2, p 3 q - 2 ;  

p3p-lq, p3p-lq-:,paqq-: ;pEp-Zq, pEp-Zq-l,pZq 2p-1, 
pZqZq- 1, p2q-2p- 1, p2q-2q ; 
p2p-:pq, pZp-lpq-1, pZqpq-1, pEp-1 pp-1, pZqpq, 
pZq-lpq-1, p2p-lqp-1, p2qp-lq, p2q-lqq-1, 
p2q-lp-lq-1, p2p-lq-ip-1, pEp-lqq-1, 
pZqp-lq-:, pZqq-lp-1, pZqq-lq; 
pp-lpp-lq, pqpqp-X, pq-lpq-lq, pp-lpp-lq-1, 
pp-lpqq-1, pp-lqpq-1, pp-lq-lpq, pqpqq-1, 

pq-lpq-lp-1. 

H.Beatt ie  of  the General  Electric Company  kindly 
contributed st imulat ing discussion. Professor D.P.  
Shoemaker made a very useful suggestion. This work 
was supported by a grant from the Army Research 
Office (Durham).  
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The Crystal Structures of 9-Dieyanomethylenefluorene Derivatives. 
II. 9-Dieyanomethylene-2,7-dinitrofluorene 
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9-Dicyanomethylene-2,7-dinitrofluorene crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Pnna. There are 
four molecules with twofold point group symmetry in the unit cell: a =  19-26, b=  11.19, c= 6.33 A. An 
intense reflection in conjunction with packing considerations provided sufficient information to solve 
the structure. A refinement by least-squares based on 613 reflections from X-ray photographs converged 
at an R value of 8.9%. The fluorene moiety is planar; nitro groups are rotated out-of-plane by 17-6 ° 
and the dicyanomethylene portion is rotated slightly about its formal double bond. In the herringbone 
packing scheme, the presence of weak self-complexing by charge transfer is suggested by the association 
among parallel molecules which includes n-orbital overlap between outer benzenoid rings and close 
approaches of 3.33 and 3.37 A for C . - . C  and 3.15 A for O - . - C .  Comparisons with the recently 
reported structure of the 2,4,7-trinitro derivative induce some speculations as to the connection between 
structural and electrical properties of the two compounds and, in particular, lead to a postulated rela- 
tionship between the high photoconductivity of the present molecule and its weak self-complexing. 

Introduction 

9-Dicyanomethylene-2,7-dinitrofluorene (DDF)  is one 
of  a series of  new electron acceptors, nitro derivatives 
of  fluorene-A9"-malononitrile, synthesized by T.K.  
Mukherjee of our laboratory. The relative photo- 
conduztive response of polycrystalline samples as well 
as the order of  electron affinities among the several 
molecules has been determined (Mukherjee,  1966, 
1968). Crystal lographic results on the 2,4,7-trinitro 
derivative (DTF) were presented as part  I of  this 
series (Silverman, Krukonis  & Yannoni ,  1967). Here, 

we report on the structure of the 2,7-dinitro derivative, 
and based on a comparison with the D T F  structure, 
offer some speculations as to the connection between 
the structural and electrical properties. 

Experimental 

Crystal data 
9-Dicyanomethylene-2,7-dinitrofluorene (DDF)  

C16H6N404, M = 318"2; m.p. = 298 - 299 °C. 
Orthorhombic,  a =  19.26, b =  11.19, c=6 .33  (based on 
2=0.7017 A and with e.s.d.'s of  0.3%). 

A C 24B - 6* 


